
State Education Board Members,

If you would be so kind I’d ask that you take a moment out of your busy days to read what I have to say as a local business owner and what I feel is a fairly 
broad overview and understanding of the local Moscow economy and it’s people. 

It has long been know that the University of Idaho has had it share of challenges undergoing a period of decline and that calls for a turnaround which is exactly 
what Scott Green and this administration have done and are doing. However it’s crucial that this revitalization doesn’t come at the cost of our local businesses 
and cherished culture of Moscow. As a proud Vandal and native Idahoan I am and have been invested in the transformation of the University but this move to 
lease state land to a Juggernaut corporation like Home Depot is not the answer! 

After thoroughly reviewing the lease agreement and the notes from Business Affairs, it’s evident that this move isn’t primarily aimed at significantly boosting 
the University’s revenue. The outlined rent schedule appears to be a relatively minor financial consideration in the larger picture. It’s clear that Home Depot has 
pledged additional funding or resources to the University, which isn’t publicly disclosed. While I grasp the underlying reasons for the University’s approach, it 
seems there might be a more appropriate way to handle this situation. The direction being pursued will almost certainly have unfavorable effects on 
Moscow, its local businesses, and the residents. These impacts might extend further than our current understanding.  Is there a chance for a better-suited
 local or regional business to take up this lease? Such an arrangement could align better with our local economy and the interests of the community, all while 
still benefiting the University. Considering the University of Idaho’s deep connection to its small college town origins, one would assume that preserving its 
roots and unique identity should be a priority. It’s this distinctiveness that sets this University apart from some many others. Recognizing and respecting these 
roots should guide the University’s decisions and ensure its continued special place within our community. As such, I’d ask that you consider the following;

Moscow, Idaho, and Pullman, Washington are two communities renowned for their local, diverse, and unique business environment. The community of 
Moscow invites you to experience what they have to offer and finding a reason to visit Pullman has never been difficult given the vibrant business community. 
To quote Buy Local Moscow, “It is crucial to the vibrancy of our community to get the word out about what our locally-owned businesses have to offer and 
about the role of independent business in the health and attractiveness of Moscow.” Competition is healthy in that it drives down prices, improves product 
selection and ensures a wider variety of choices. This concept is not new to our local economy. Consider, for instance, successful businesses like Moscow & 
Pullman Building Supply, Spence Hardware, Early Bird Supply, Tristate, Howard Hughes Appliance, Pape Machinery, SYG Nursery, Mallory Paint, NRS, and 
Bennett Lumber, among others. This group of successful local businesses has not just added to the vibrancy, health and attractiveness of Moscow and Pullman 
but has consistently delivered outstanding value and customer satisfaction over the years. Beyond their core businesses, they’ve significantly supported local 
events and fundraisers, sponsored youth sports and 4-H clubs, contributed to the enhancement of local parks and recreation centers, and shown unwavering 
commitment to the broader community. This deep-rooted community involvement is a pivotal reason many proudly call the Palouse their home. In contrast 
stands The Home Depot, emblematic of what challenges our unique identity. They are an example of a yet another corporate machine that will only take their 
generated revenue and send it to their shareholders across the country — shareholders who care more about a profit and loss statement and not Moscow, 
Pullman and their surrounding communities and people. They almost certainly do not fully grasp our demographic, our Palousian identity, or the genuine 
needs of our broader community. As a local business owner whose legacy spans three generations of supporting local families and businesses, it would be a 
disheartening oversight for the University of Idaho to contemplate such a partnership without first engaging the local businesses that have helped support 
the university in becoming what it is today. One would hope that the University of Idaho would prioritize conversations with local businesses to discuss how 
they could enter into a mutually beneficial collaboration before looking to The Home Deport or other external business partners. As it stands, this proposed 
partnership seems tilted in favor of the University, potentially at the expense of local businesses. While competition is good and healthy for any business big 
or small, introducing a juggernaut like The Home Depot greatly risks damaging the diverse and vibrant community that we all know and love.

As you contemplate this matter, I urge you to understand that my voice echoes not only the sentiments of Moscow & Pullman Building Supply but also the 
wider network of businesses that could be adversely affected by endorsing the land lease to Home Depot. I 
sincerely appreciate your time and thoughtful consideration. I hope you arrive at a decision that aligns not only with the University 
of Idaho’s interests but also with the greater Moscow community and the well-being of Idaho as a whole.

Tyler Garrett
“I endorse the preceding letter and its sentiment towards the University of Idaho’s proposed land lease towards Home Depot.”

President/CEO | Moscow & Pullman Building Supply
Office: (509) 339-6468
Moscow: 760 N Main St. Moscow, ID 83843
Pullman: 400 SE Fairmount Dr. Pullman, WA 99163
tgarrett@mbspbs.com | www.mbspbs.com

If you agree with this statement, please complete the bottom portion of this letter and email to board@osbe.idaho.gov ASAP

By signing this letter, I hereby recognize and agree with the statement above.

Business Affiliate (If Applicable):

Name (First & Last): Date:

Letter of Endorsement Ref. Home Depot - University of Idaho 

  

 
TO:  Moscow & Pullman Building Supply                                                                                March 25, 2022 
                             Pullman, WA 
ATTN:   Mr. Tyler Garrett 
RE:    Boom Truck Quotation #222-0325DG2 
 
 

Further to your request, we are pleased to provide you with our quotation on a New Truck and New Manitou Forklift truck as follows: 
 
 

NNEEWW  - Manitou Manitransit TMT 55 FLHT  - 3WD Telescopic Truck Mounted Forklift with New Tier 4 type emissions. 
                Included are: 

- KUBOTA  V 2403-M Tier 4-  4-cyl Diesel - 49 HP liquid cooled Engine – Hydrostatic transmission  –                                     
 Painted Red from factory 

- 5,500 lbs. Lifting Capacity, 31 X 15.5-15 high flotation tires,  3WD    
- Left-seated, ergonomic operator’s controls, full instrumentation  
- Joystick controls, OPTIMUM VISBILITY Cab 
- 58” forward reach Telescopic Boom to reach far side of deck from one side 
- Side-shift system is built in to machine at factory. 48” Pallet Forks - 135” Lift Height (FL) 
- Hydraulic stabilizers, column shift directional control with back-up alarm and foot brake 
- Overhead Amber Beacon, & engine block heater included  
- 1-YEAR / 2,000 hour Factory WARRANTY on Parts and Labour.  
 
 

New – 25’  Steel Flat deck  8’ wide plus pockets with rub rails, checker plate steel deck surface, 66” Headboard with smooth steel surface and 
window cut out with mesh, 8 sliding winches and  straps (30’), Dual front access ladders, Installed with Manitou Mounting kit at rear, 
Primed and painted gloss black, (8) pcs Mud flaps with anti sail brackets, all proper clearance ligts and DOT reflective tape.  
 

New - 2022 Kenworth T880-SH  4-axle Truck:  86,000 lb GVWR -   Paccar MX – 485 hp w/Engine Brake – Eaton Ultra Shift Plus 18 spd 
automated Trans., 4.10 rear axle ration, truck cab white, 20,000 LB fronts with  425 / 65R22.5 tires, 13,000 lb self-steer pusher axle installed ahead of 
tandem, 46,000 LB Rears on  Hendrickson Pri-Max Air Ride Susp,  Double Frame, Polished ALCOA Aluminum Wheels front and rear,  Chrome Grille & 
Bumper,  single 120 gallon alum fuel tank. Options include: A/C, Tilt/Telescopic steering, AM/FM  with  blue tooth weather-band,  air ride driver’s and  
fixed pass seat, cruise, dual roof mounted strobes,  heated mirrors, painted ext sun visor, 4- wheel lock-ups, pass side power  windows/locks, Air ride 
cab, trailer tow package, etc… 
 

                                                        Your Cost Price…………….… $ 264,410  USD inc FET 
 

Forklift Options Included Are:   - Carriage Rollers on bottom of forks to handle full lift across deck,                                                         
  -Forklift Mounting Kit, installed    - Overhead Weather Shield           - Overhead Beacon for improved operator safety and visibility 
 - Extra-Reach long boom with 12’ lift (instead of standard reach      - HT – high traction 700 cc rear wheel motor with large tire                                                    
 
Options at Extra Cost:   
   - 3’ Aluminium storage box  …………………………………………………………………..…………………………… add  $    995 ______ Initial to Accept 
   - Manitou TMT-55 with 4-Directional (instead of  2-way version proposed above) with collapsing backboard…add  $  9,150 ______ Initial to Accept 
   - Delivery of unit to Pullman, WA.. (Reg. $ 5,300)………………………………………………………………………..add  $  3,300 ______ Initial to Accept 

 
Note:    - $ 25,000 partial payment due to initiate the deal.  Balance due upon completion by wire transfer – FOB Toronto, ON   
                    - Truck and forklift are in stock, alloex approx 1.5 to 2.5 months for completion. Subject to availability at time of order.    
             - New Manitou standard manufacturer’s 1-year warranty against defects. Truck sold with standard Kenworth Warranty. 
 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 THE ABOVE PROPOSAL IS HEREBY ACCEPTED   
 

This_____________Day of________________20________.   P.O.#__________               If you have any further questions, please  
                                                                                                                   contact me at 1-888-557-2244 
Accepted by______________________________________ 
I have read the foregoing conditions on schedule A  and accept all provisions.                          Sincerely, _______________________________________ 
Company____________________________________________                     Doug Griffith  per /BIK Hydraulics Ltd. 
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